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English
As writers, we will write dinosaur riddles.

Our class story is The Fossil Girl by Catherine
Brighton.

We will also continue to learn how to read,
spell and write through our Read, Write, Inc
sessions.

Maths
As mathematicians, we will be looking at
length and height. We will be investigating
measuring
using non standard measures and then
standard measures for example centi-
metres and metres.

We will look at weight and volume and use
balance scales. We will think about volume
and capacity.

PE

We will continue our P.E lessons outdoors and
continue to develop our ball skills and outdoor
adventurous activities. We will do Yoga in our
indoor P.E sessions.

Music
As musicians,  we will be finding out about
Bossa Nova Latin style music through a song
called Round and Round. The children will
learn to sing the song and play simple
accompaniments on glockenspiels as well as
listen to other Latin style songs.

Computing
As computer scientists, we will be using the
iPad to research different dinosaurs.  We will
also think about technology around us.  We
will practise using a mouse and keyboard
skills.

Dinosaur Planet
Our topic this term is Dinosaur Planet.
Watch out everyone – the dinosaurs are on
the prowl. They’re rampaging across the
dusty earth, swishing their enormous tails
and baring their fearsome teeth. Let’s
explore the Dinosaur Planet. Imagine
you’re a palaeontologist (that’s a scientist
who studies bones and fossils). Dig deep
and discover dazzling dinosaur facts.
Create a dinosaur museum and invite
visitors to see your awesome dinosaur
artefacts. You could even do a dinosaur
dance or produce some prehistoric
percussion. Which is your favourite
dinosaur? The Tyrannosaurus,
the Brachiosaurus or the
Micropachycephalosaurus?
Doyouthinkhesawus? Yes, he did. Run!

Science
As Scientists we will learn about carnivores
and herbivores and sort and classify
dinosaurs. We will compare the structure of a
a variety of common animals (fish,
amphibians, reptiles,birds and
mammals,including pets).

Art and DT
As Artists we will create our own fossils out of
clay.
As Designers will be making a sock puppet
dinosaur.

History and Geography
As Geographers we will learn about fossils
and rocks.

As Historians will be learning about Mary
Anning and why she is important. We will also
look at the history of the dinosaurs and
why they became extinct. We will learn about
events beyond living memory.  What
happened to the dinosaurs?
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PSHE
Healthy Me

Help me fit together the six pieces of learning
about Healthy Me to create ‘The Happy,
Healthy Me Recipe Book’.

Religious Education
In RE we will be learning about the  reasons why
people follow Jesus with reference to the Easter
story.  This will include learning about Palm
Sunday and the story of one or two of Jesus'
disciples.

Enrichment
A visit from some real animals and reptiles

and compare them with our dinosaur
ancestors. What is the same and what is

different?
Make a dinosaur museum at school.


